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“The Doctor of the Future will give little medicine, but will
interest his patients in the care of the human frame, diet,
and in the cause and prevention of disease.”
Thomas A. Edison
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oc, I’ve been feeling great since coming to your office for care and now rarely
have pain. As I get older, what can I do to stay healthy and what’s so great

about dancing? (FYI, ask your doctor first if you have serious health problems)
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There are several reasons you

should be dancing too.

Dancing supports muscle health by
providing a great work out. As we age, we

The type of pain you’re feeling can help
your doctor determine the specific
cause. Pain may come from several
sources: bulging disc, irritation of the
facet joints (the small aligning vertebra
joints) or even a blood vessel being
pinched by muscle. Pain can even
radiate from a different area then where
you feel pain! Let your doctor know if
you pain is burning, electrical,
numbness, pins and needles or achy.
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Dancing helps move all your joints and
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Best of all, It’s while having fun!
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